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Student Led
Revision Classes 

It’s hard to imagine a more high-leverage
practice for improving learning than this.
The proud parents of Vishwa Vidyapeeth

witnessed the revision sessions
incorporated with various activities by

their wards as acting teachers.
Education has witnessed a tremendous

transformation in teaching and learning so
to keep pace with the same our school has
left no stone unturned. A series of revision

classes were organised on different
subjects by the students across the grade
levels. Parent students appreciated every
moment spent by them during the 1 hour

session.
Students planned interactive activities like
quiz, group discussions and infographics to
keep the parents engaged and extract the

maximum from the session.
The session came to an end by declaring

“the star of the class” which was an
exciting part of the student-led classrooms

.Parents proudly recieved the bookmark
created by their wards as a token of

appreciation.
Parents supported the event and also

mentioned that they are looking forward to
many more sessions like this in future.



A peek into the
interactive

sessions
conducted by

the students for  
parents 



WEBINAR:  
Java Coding
By Reva University



The students of Grade 9 and 10 from CBSE as well as ICSE had a session on
Java on 25th of March, Saturday. This was a really informative session.

Most of the students already had basic knowledge about Java. This session
really helped them to gain more knowledge on Java. We learnt various

topics such  as Introduction to Java, Features of Java, Arrays, String Pool,
Heap, Stack, Strings in Java, Functions of Java, Physical entity, Conceptual

entity, User- defined functions, Method invocation, Method Calling and
many more. The teachers from Reva University taught us in detail about
each and every topic. They were really sweet and were even answered
our doubts enthusiastically. At the beginning of the session many people

taught that this was going to be really boring session. But when the
session started everybody started loving it. This session was very

educational. It helped us improvise our knowledge that we already had on
Java. It was also really fun. We must thank our school for organising the

session. We must also thank the teachers from Reva University for coming
to our school to teach us about Java. Overall, this was an education as

well as a fun session.
 

                                                                                 

 Student Reflection 

     - By Tarunya 
 9 ‘A’



Speaking skills are something vital for living in a society. Here at
VVP the honing of students' skills is common. Students of Grade X
performed a speaking activity where they impersonated Nelson

Mandela and gave a one minute speech. Some of them spoke of his
valour and pious feats about the motive of a Rainbow Nation.

Others expressed their own opinions on recent racially motivated
movements through the speeches. As in “What would Nelson

Mandela say about the Black Lives Matter movement?” It was an
activity where students observed self growth in public speaking

and an increase in social knowledge.

Speaking Assessment



students attending board exams 



Holi Celebration Holi Celebration 



Ugadi Celebration

"to bring a
sense of
humanity along
with 
a pledge to 

spread
positivity
around us."



GIRL
POWER

VishwaVidyapeeth has emphasised focusing on celebrating and
welcoming all the female staff, teachers and parents on the
International Women’s Day on 8 th March, 2023. 
It was an occasion for the members of the Vishwa Vidyapeeth 
 family to pause for a moment and reflect on ourselves, to
appreciate how much has been done and what more needs to be
done in the field of gender equality. Moreover, it was the day to
acknowledge all the women in the world for making this world a
better place for everyone to live in and to raise awareness about
the status and dignity of every woman.
The theme for decorating the auditorium was done by reusable
papers and it was flawless to see the flower decor made out of
reused colour papers.
The program commences with a opening speech followed by
welcome speech, and speech by our beloved Director ma’am Smt.
Suseela Santosh.
We had all our talented teachers and sportive parents
participating in Group dances, Group songs, Solo dance and
singing which they all were rehearsing from a long time for this
day.
All teachers were in sarees with shades of pink and other staff
members were in sarees of green shades.Everyone enjoyed and
celebrated this fun filled day successfully. 
Last but not the least, our beloved principal ma’am Smt.Shanthi
Seetharaman who supported equally to celebrate this grand
event by boosting up the spirit to dance and sing within our
teachers.
The Vote of Thanks was delivered by Ms. Apoorva S. The
programme was a success as about 100 parents were the
beneficiaries of the talk.

Women's Day



Achievements





STUDENT 

CORNER



The time that our students spend in
school represents years of hard work,
dedication and sacrifice. As such, it’s

fitting to send them off for a refreshing
break with words of wisdom and
encouragement to rejuvenate. 

Our Goodbyes today aren't a bleak
end. Rather, they signify a golden age

of new beginnings. May this golden age
be filled with prosperity, success and

more happiness than you can imagine.
You’re about to embark on an exciting
new chapter in your life, and while no
one can truly know what’s in store, we
know that the lessons you learn here

and all the hard work you’ve put in will
pay off. 

May your dreams for the future
continue to shine like the stars in the
heavens, inspiring you to move ever

forward.
Relax and Refresh to Rejuvenate your

thoughts as an exciting year is awaiting
your way.


